Vieux-Emosson
Geological Trail

Emosson – Vieux-Emosson

Emosson – Vieux-Emosson

Vieux-Emosson
Geological Trail

12km

Distance :
12 kilometers
Total ascent :
880 m
Total descent :
880 m
Hiking time :
5 hours
Follow the signs:
Outbound : Vieux-Emosson – « Site à empreintes »
Inbound : Emosson through the Veudale Valley
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The Vieux-Emosson Geological Trail
This educational trail was created in
1998 by the Municipality of Finhaut
with the support of Espace Mont-Blanc.
It was completely modernised in 2015
in collaboration with the Natural History Museum of Geneva and with the
support of the Canton of Valais and the
Swiss Confederation. It is one of three
"Finhaut Trails", an educational project
that aims to showcase the commune’s
history and heritage.
In addition to the Vieux-Emosson Geological Trail (formerly "The Dinosaurs'
Trail"), the trail overlooking Mont Blanc
("Balcon du Mont-Blanc") presents the
natural environment of the mountainside and its forested avalanche paths

between Finhaut and Emosson; the
trail that passes through Finhaut ("À
Travers Finhaut") describes the history
and development of the communities of
Finhaut-Châtelard-Giétroz, which were
famous tourist resorts during the Belle
Époque period at the beginning of the
20th Century.
The proposed route is fully signposted
and is shown on local hiking maps. We
recommend that you start out with good
walking shoes, appropriate equipment
and refreshments.
Bear in mind that weather conditions
can change suddenly between altitudes
of 1,900 and 2,500 metres. You
can also eat at a halfway house, the
Vieux-Emosson mountain restaurant.
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The Emosson Hydroelectricity Generation Complex
The hydroelectricity generation
complex consists of three dams
built between 1920 and 1975.
The Barberine dam, inaugurated
in 1925, was used to electrify the
Swiss rail network (SBB-CFF-FFS).
Situated today 42 metres below the
highest level of the Emosson dam,
it is visible only in early summer.
The dam has a storage capacity of
40 million cubic metres of water,
which was increased by 12.5 million
cubic metres with the construction
of the Vieux-Emosson dam between
1952 and 1955.
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The project to create a large
accumulation lake was also drawn
up at this time, and the company
Electricité Emosson SA was formed
in 1954. After many negotiations,
including an exchange of territory
between Switzerland and France
(1967), the decision to build the
Emosson dam was finally taken
on 19 April 1967 and work began
on 15 July of that year. The dam
was opened on 1 October 1976.
It has an arch-shaped wall with a
maximum height of 180 metres
and a length at the top of 554
metres, and can hold 225 million
cubic metres of water.

The Nant de Drance Project
Starting in 2008 and with completion planned for 2018, a major
project is currently under way
to build an underground power station between the Vieux-Emosson
and Emosson dams. Designed for
reversible operation, the plant will
use water from the dam to drive
its turbines, then pump it back up
to the lake. This pumped storage
power station with a capacity of
900 MW will produce 2.5 billion
kWh of peak energy per year.
Its construction will involve the
excavation of 17 kilometres of
tunnels and a 20 metre increase
in the height of the Vieux-Emosson
dam wall in order to double the
lake's capacity.

1930 m
niv. max.

2225 m
niv. max.
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1. Vieux-Emosson lake
2. Vertical well shafts
3. Caverns (machinery and transformers)
4. Headrace tunnel
5. Emosson lake

© François Perraudin

6. Main access tunnel from Châtelard
7. Access and ventilation tunnel
8. Access tunnel to upper installations
© Nant de Drance SA

Water drives the turbines when electricity needs are high to provide peak energy.
When electricity needs are lower or surplus output is available from new renewable energy sources,
water is pumped from the lower dam to the upper dam to store energy.
© Alpiq
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Geology of the Dam site
The Emosson dam was constructed
at the site of a glacial cross cliff.
This term corresponds to a point
where the valley narrows, a feature
that is usually followed by a steep
drop. The dam overlooks the main
valley 600 metres below.
The dam rests on the shoulders of
the cliff. Geologists tested the stability of the rocky spurs on both sides
by performing various exploratory
studies (geo-mechanical tests, core
drilling, survey tunnels, etc).
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The narrowing of the valley is due to the presence of extremely hard rock of excellent quality and therefore highly
resistant to erosion, known as mylonite. It is because of
the latter that the valley was not widened by the glacier,
and only a gorge was
carved out by the Barberine
watercourse.
Mylonite is a metamorphic
rock, originally deposited
as sediment more than
500 million years ago in
a sedimentary basin. The
rock was metamorphosed
by multiple transformations
due high temperature high
pressure conditions.

Metamorphic rock on the west
shoulder

Different Types of Rocks
Magmatic (igneous) rocks are the
result of the solidification of magma
(an Ancient Greek word meaning
"ointment" or "paste"). Magma
is the rock of the Earth's mantle
or crust that is transformed from
a solid to a molten state by high
temperatures (600 to 1500°C).
These rocks are subdivided into two
groups: volcanic or extrusive rock
(basalts, rhyolites) and plutonic rock
(granites, gabbros).

Sedimentary rocks are soft or
compact rocks, usually stratified and
fossil-bearing, that form on the surface
of the Earth, either on dry land or at the
bottom of bodies of water (seas, oceans,
lakes). They have three main origins:
detrital (destruction of pre-existing rock:
conglomerates, sand, sandstone and
some clays), organic (construction of
coral or algal reefs, some of which are
calcareous), and chemical (precipitation
of elements in solution: flint, rock salt).

Over millions of years most rocks
undergo a change of environment. For
example when a chain of mountains
is formed, some rocks are buried
deep (several dozen kilometres). In
environmental conditions of high temperature and pressure they are prone
to transformations of their texture and
mineralogy. This is how metamorphic
rocks with a massive or laminated
appearance (gneiss, mica schists) are
formed.
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Plate Tectonics
Plate
tectonics
provide
an
explanation of the most important
geological phenomena, such as
earthquakes, volcanic eruptions
and the formation of mountain
chains.
The surface of our planet is
made up of around fifteen rigid
lithospheric plates which vary in
size. Such plates are not fixed, but
move at speeds of the order of a
few centimetres per year. These
displacements are caused by
convection currents in the depths
of the Earth's mantle.
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The plates can either diverge
along mid-ocean ridges (rifting)
or converge (a more complex
movement responsible for most
deformations of our planet: e.g.
Alps, Himalayas), or may even slide
along each other (e.g. San Andreas
fault, California).

Earth crust

upper mantle
solid
liquid outer core
86% iron, 12% sulphur, 2% nickel

solid lower mantle
80% iron, 20% nickel

Schematic cross-section of the Earth
Rifting

Extension

Mountain chain
Subduction

Continental plates

Oceanic plate

Compression

Upper mantle

The Palaeozoic or Prehistory of the Alps
The geological history of the
Aiguilles Rouges massif, which is
composed mainly of metamorphic
and magmatic rocks, is very
complex and dates back to the time
before the Alps were formed.
Four hundred million years ago, or
perhaps even earlier, there was a
mountain chain in this location
which must have been formed by a
process similar to that which gave
rise to the Alps.
An initial stretching of the continental crust, with the presumable
formation of an ocean, was followed
by a compression phase during
which the ocean closed over and the
two continental crusts collided.

Three hundred million years ago, as
a result of erosion, our montain
chain was reduced to a peneplain.
Erosion produced the sediments
that today constitute the conglomerates and slates of the Trient Valley.
The granites found in the region also
date back to this period.
All these ancient rocks constitute
the basement of the Aiguilles
Rouges massif. They are visible on
the surface along the trail: granite at
Gueulaz car park, and various kinds
of gneiss and mica schists between
the two dams.

Banded gneiss (top) and augen gneiss (bottom) of the
basement of the Aiguilles Rouge massif
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The Rocks at Vieux-Emosson
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At Vieux-Emosson, the basement
of the Aiguilles Rouges massif has
kept the triassic sedimentary cover.
Following the trail along the right
bank of the lake and around the
site of the tracks, walkers observing
the basement can see layers of
sandstones, argillites, dolomites
and cornieules.

The sandstone series, about ten
metres thick, corresponds to
deposits from beaches and coastal
lagoons which were very shallow
and frequently emerged, or more
likely, according to recent interpretations, an alluvial plain. These rocks
consist of conglomeratic sandstone,

quartzitic sandstone and alternating
layers of green and yellow argilite
and sandstones. The ripples caused
by waves indicate that the depth
of the water was low. Above the
site of the tracks there are even
desiccation polygons, the result of
temporary drought : cracks that
were formed and later filled in with
fine sand.

Cornieule

Sandstone with wave ripple

Sandstone with desiccation cracks

The Rocks at Vieux-Emosson
The footprints layer is located
towards the top of the quartzitic
sandstone.
Above that, there are 3 to 4 metres
of coloured rocks: brick red or
brown argillites, as well as alternating layers of green argillites and

yellow dolomites.
Lastly, at the top of the Triassic unit,
there are cornieules and yellow
dolomites topped by grey dolomites,
which are the probable remains of
a carbonate platform similar to that
which exists today on the east coast
of Australia.

GREY DOLOMITE

Cornieules
are
cavernous brownish
rocks that are easy
to recognise, as they
look like travertine
or calcareous tuff.
They result from
the transformation
of a calcareous
or evaporite rock
(gypsum).
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YELLOW DOLOMITE and
RED - GREEN ARGILITE

RED ARGILITE

4
5m

FINE-GRAINED SANDSTONE
GREEN - YELLOW ARGILITE

LEVEL WITH FOOTPRINT LAYER
conglomérats à galets mous
d’argilite verte

SANDSTONE

Stratigraphic serie
at Vieux-Emosson
Red and green argillite

Gray dolomite

(from Demathieu et
Weidmann, 1982)

CONGLOMERATIC SANDSTONE

ALTERED GNEISS
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Discovery and Study of the Site
This palaeontological site was
discovered on 23 August 1976 by a
French geologist, Georges Bronner.
He made this famous discovery
during a particularly hot and dry
summer when the snow layer which
usually covers the slab had melted
away.
Recognising the site's importance,
the museums of Sion, Lausanne,
Basel, Geneva and Zurich decided
to work together on this project.
Georges Demathieu, from the
University of Dijon, was brought in
as a specialist in dinosaur tracks.
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Fieldwork lasted from 17 to 28
September 1979. A topographic
survey covering an area of 350
square metres and a geological
survey with a detailed stratigraphic
profile were conducted. The studied
area was photographed in its
entirety and a 1/20 scale plan was
prepared. Using silicone rubber,
casts were taken of about one
hundred footprints tracks. A cast of
a surface area of 12 square metres
was also taken at the same time.
Overall, more than 800 tracks were
recorded.

View of the site in 1979 while work was in progress and casts of the tracks
were being made.
© MHN, Genève

Vieux-Emosson Footprint Layer
In 2008, a new discovery made by
Marco Avanzini, an Italian palaeontologist, revived scientific interest in
this site. The presence of a track on
a detached block made it possible
to identify the species that left the
track and paved the way for new
hypotheses for dating the find.
The site predates the emergence
of dinosaurs in the true sense. The
tracks were left by primitive reptiles
belonging to the Archosaurian
groups, which include the ancestors
of both dinosaurs and crocodiles.
The
Emosson
reptiles
thus
resemble dinosaurs, but had not yet
acquired all of their characteristics.

The details found on this track have
established the connection with a
reptile whose appearance can be
compared to that of a short-muzzled
crocodile, about 1.5 metres long,
standing erect on its feet. It belongs
to the genus Isochirotherium (the
name assigned to the type of
footprints) and may be related to
the skeleton of Ticinosuchus, a
fossil of which was found in Ticino,
in Middle Triassic layers.
The study of the site continues,
not least because these are the
oldest fossil tracks of vertebrates
in Switzerland.

Virtual reconstruction of Ticinosuchus and the observed track
© MHN, Genève
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A Short History of the Alps
The Alpine adventure began in the
Triassic (at the beginning of the
Secondary Era, about 240 million
years
ago).
Pangaea,
the
super-continent that existed at the
end of the Primary Era, had begun
to break up. From the east, the
Tethys Ocean would split this first
continent into two blocks: in the
North, Laurasia, and in the South,
Gondwana.
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The first sediments of the Alps were
deposited on the foundations
(crystalline basement) formed by
the old Palaeozoic rocks now
visible in the Aiguilles Rouges
massif.
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190 million years ago, in the early Jurassic
period, the Triassic platform was stretched.
The continental crust became thinner and the
oceanic crust was formed. The Alpine Ocean
was formed, communicating in the east with
the Tethys Ocean and, in the West, with the
central Atlantic Ocean.

At the Jurassic/Cretaceous boundary (145
million years ago), from north to south, the
following features can be distinguished:
1. the European continental margin, with
an emerged continent (the French
Massif Central) and a continental crust
area, covered by a shallow sea. Its
bedrock corresponds to the future Mont
Blanc and Aiguilles Rouges massifs.
The sediments deposited there can
now be found, among other places, in
the Morcles nappe and the autochtonous cover of the Aiguilles Rouges
massif;
2. an ocean;
3. the African continental margin, with a
submerged platform and, more distant,
an emerged continent.

A Short History of the Alps
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From the Upper Cretaceous period (80
million years ago) the situation was
reversed, and compression forces came into
play. The Alpine Ocean closed over. The
oceanic crust was swallowed deep under the
African continental crust by a process of

subduction (see diagram on page 6). After
the closing over of the ocean, around 35
million years ago, the European and African
continental crusts collided. 20 million years
ago, the emergence of the Alps was
complete.
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The Morcles nappe
While the right side of the
Vieux-Emosson valley consists
of the cristalline basement and
its Triassic cover, the left side
is composed of sedimentary
rocks deposited in a vast basin
that, over 150 million years ago,
separated the Aiguilles Rouges and
Mont-Blanc massifs. These rocks
consist essentially of calcareous
shale and marl and form part of the
Morcles nappe.
An "nappe" is a block of layers that
has shifted from where they were
originally deposited and now covers
a different area (from a few dozen to
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a several hundred kilometres apart).
The collision of the African and
European continental crusts caused
compression and a thickening of
the Earth's crust. Around 30 million
years ago, the Mont-Blanc massif
was displaced toward the Aiguilles
Rouges massif. This movement
led to the "expulsion", towards
the northwest, of the rocks of the
sedimentary basin that previously
separated the two massifs. The
Morcles nappe, "ejected" from its
basin at the rate of a few millimetres
per year, then folded and rolled back
over the Aiguilles Rouges massif.

Tertiary (65-2 Ma)

Dogger (175-155 Ma)

Cretaceous (140-65 Ma)

Lias (200-175 Ma)

Malm (155-140 Ma)

Triassic (250-200 Ma)
Permo-Carboniferous (350-250 Ma)
Paleozoic basement (570-250 Ma)

Morcles nappe

Aiguilles Rouges Massif
0

5

10 km

Folds and rocks of the Morcles nappe

Vieux-Emosson
region

Mt-Blanc
Massif
From M. Bürri 1994 et D. Decrouez 1999

Uplifting and Erosion of the Massif
The Aiguilles Rouges massif with its
Triassic cover dips by 30 to 80° to
the northwest. The inclined layers
are clearly visible in the photo.
The massif, which was buried
deeper than the sedimentary layers
comprising the Morcles nappe, was
also affected by the deformations.
Following the convergence described above, the Aiguilles Rouges and
Mont-Blanc massifs were raised
up. This phenomenon and the
inclination towards the northwest
took place around five to ten million
years ago.

The crystalline massifs of the Alps
were formed deep underground and
were uplifted only later as a result of
the collision, first in the southeast
(Simplon-Gotthard) and later in the
northwest (Mont-Blanc, Aiguilles
Rouges).
Over the last 2 million years the
relief has hardly changed. While
the Alps continue to rise at the rate
of about one centimetre per year,
this displacement is offset by the
erosion that has affected these
mountains since their formation.
Otherwise, the highest peaks today
would reach over 6,000 metres.

Thus, the tracks were first borne to a high altitude, and
subsequently uncovered by erosion.
Morcles nappe
Rocks
Trias
Rocks

Aiguilles
Rouges
basement

limestones
marlstones

dolomites
cornieules
argillite
sandstones

Gneiss
mica schists
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Flora
From the Gueulaz Pass to the site
of the tracks at Vieux-Emosson, the
flora is extremely varied.
As you climb higher you will leave
behind the last larch and Swiss
stone pine trees that grow to the
altitude of the Emosson dam and,
from that point on, will hike through
fields of grass, where purple and
spotted gentians grow side by side,
sometimes creating hybrids. You
will then enter the mineral world of
Vieux-Emosson, where glacier
buttercups thrive.
In the Veudale valley you can
admire the yellow daisy-like Doronicum grandiflorum and thorny
thistles, as well as the plumed seed
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heads of the pasqueflower (Pulsatilla alpina), the blue of the
stemless or Bavarian gentian, the
yellow pyramids of rattle flowers
(Rhinanthus), pink alpine clover
and the delicate white pompoms of
the little masterwort, not to
mention many rare species with a
preference for particular habitats:
marshes, cracks in rocks, unstable
scree, windy ridges or alpine
heaths along the trail, cotton grass,
monkshood (Aconitum napellus),
stellar hare's ear (Bupleurum
stellatum),
yellow
mountain
saxifrage (Saxifraga aizoides),
eight-petal mountain avens (Dryas
octopetala), rhododendron, etc.

Stellar hare’s ear

Thorny thistle

Purple and spotted gentians

Cotton grass

Glacier buttercup

Yellow mountain saxifrage

Fauna
For walkers along the road leading
to the Vieux-Emosson site, larger
Alpine fauna are the star attraction.
The shy ibex is the easiest to see,
as it often placidly stands on the
rocks of the Veudale valley.
Chamois are also present in the
area, but you will need a little luck
to see one. Marmots, for their part,
are everywhere, however you will
usually hear their shrill warning
whistles rather than actually see
them, unless you bring binoculars
or sit on the terrace of the
Vieux-Emosson mountain restaurant in the early or late part of the
day!

The region’s birds include the
Alpine chough, which is black with a
yellow beak and often approaches
picnickers, and the raven, which is
completely black and can be identified by its deep croaking as it flies
through the sky. Other more timid
birds also live at high altitude: the
ptarmigan, the Alpine accentor and
the wallcreeper. And, if you look up,
you can sometimes see a golden
eagle or a bearded vulture.

Chamois

Alpine chough

Ptarmigan

Ibex

Marmot

Emosson - Vieux Emosson
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CH – 1925 Finhaut
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www.valleedutrient-vallorcine.com

Vieux-Emosson
Geologic Trail

Use this brochure as your guide on the Vieux-Emosson Geological
Trail. Along the 12 kilometre route you will discover the oldest
footprints (Archosaurian tracks) in Switzerland.
This brochure is available in English, French and German
from Tourist Offices in Finhaut and Emosson, and from the
Vieux-Emosson mountain restaurant.
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